
Sparkling 4th of July Hair Pin Set
Project H605
Designer: Julie Bean

Celebrate America's birthday in style while wearing these sparkling red, white, and blue hair pins!

What You'll Need

Dark Blue Color Coated Brass Stamping By Ezel - Round Filigree Pendant
31mm

SKU: PND-00111
Project uses 2 pieces

White Color Coated Brass Stamping By Ezel - Ornate Round Filigree Burst
36mm

SKU: PND-00010
Project uses 2 pieces

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS Crystal Flatback Rhinestones #2058 Enhanced
SS40 Light Siam (8)

SKU: SWF-44086
Project uses 1 piece

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS Crystal Flatback Rhinestones #2058 Enhanced
SS12 Light Siam (50)

SKU: SWF-41286
Project uses 1 piece

Red Enamel Metal Bobby Pins With 8mm Pad For Gluing (10 Bobby Pins)
SKU: FCO-9056
Project uses 1 piece

E6000 Industrial Strength Glue Adhesive (0.18 fl oz)
SKU: XTL-1054
Project uses 1 piece

Instructions:
1. Remember to double these instructions to make your matched pair of hair pins!

2. Begin by squeezing some glue onto the post it or piece of scrap paper. Using a piece of wire or toothpick as an applicator, grab
some glue and spread it in the center of a white filigree stamping.

3. Center a blue filigree on top of the white filigree and press into the glue.

4. Now spread some glue in the center of the blue filigree. Place 1 large Swarovski red rhinestone (size ss40) into the glue and press
into place.

5. Carefully run a line of glue around the edge of your rhinestone. Place the glue on the filigree, not on the rhinestone itself.

6. Into this circle of glue, place smaller red Swarovski rhinestones all the way around the center crystal, touching each other.

7. Next, place 5 dots of glue at even intervals along the outer edge of the blue filigree. Into these, place smaller Swarovski
rhinestones.

8. Let the rhinestones dry in place for at least 20 minutes.

9. After the rhinestones have dried in place, take 1 red bobby pin and place a dab of E6000 onto the glue-on flat surface. Center this
on the backside of the white filigree and press into place. Let dry overnight before wearing.

10. Happy 4th of July!


